
FULL STACK SOFTWARE ENGINEER 

KRISTO BARICEVIC

RECENT EXPERIENCE

React
Angular
HTML\CSS\Tailwind

MySQL
MongoDB
Adobe Suite

JAVA
JavaScript
TypeScript

Justine Petersen
Compliance Associate

LaunchCode
Incoming Teaching Assistant

Developed a calculator & intake spreadsheet in Excel that increased loan processing efficiency and speed
Maintained multiple simultaneous data entry and organization projects
Created, digitized and process documents for hundreds of SBA loans in distressed communities

Expected Starting Date: July 2023  

October 2020 - July 2021

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kristobaricevic/ || https://kristo-portfolio.vercel.app/ || https://github.com/kristo-baricevic/

SKILLS

Student, Web and Software Development Bootcamp April 2022 - February 2023

WORK EXPERIENCE

CIC Coworking
Client Support Manager

Built a multi-site daily space usage calculator in Excel
Developed Excel Macro algorithms to increase spreadsheet efficiency and automate calculations
Executed project management functions for new and outstanding projects and ensured project completion, which
increased occupancy and space usage by 10% 
Led community service and outreach initiatives

April 2018 - August 2020

Big Muddy Records
Founder & CEO

Enhanced proficiency in audio technologies as well as graphic and web tools including Adobe Suite and WordPress 
Built financial forecasting models in Excel as well as dynamic royalty calculators for digital streaming
Grew audience by 200% while building a catalog totaling 40 albums, 500+ songs, and 1M+ total streams on Spotify 
Raised $15K to reproduce the art of Bob Reuter, a deceased artist from the Saint Louis community

May 2004 - April 2018

(314)-338-0139 · kristo.baricevic@gmail.com · Philadelphia, PA 

Business Administration & Management, BS
Webster University

August 2004 - December 2007

EDUCATION

St. Louis, MO

Product Pal\Dream-Z
Implemented JavaMail API to provide user authentication as well as an automated password retrieval and reset function
Built the capability to create backend data and strengthened communication between front and backend
Developed rebrand with new responsive UI that utilizes multiple language analyzing APIs  

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Bob Reuter Photography Archive 
Built and automated a searchable collection of over 500 photographs with a keyword grouping feature
Designed and executed a full UI\UX user experience to create a card-base interface
Incorporated pagination and database retrieval requests to minimize loading time

Highly adept at increasing productivity, resolving complex problems, and implementing process improvements. Proven
track record of learning new technologies and success in diverse aspects of project and organizational support.  
As a lifelong learner, I'm always seeking out new challenges and opportunities to grow. Whether it's mastering a new programming
language or exploring a new technology, I'm eager to take on new challenges and push myself to be the best software engineer I can be. 


